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When simultaneously representing two clients in related
industries, an attorney for patent prosecution may
encounter conflicts of interest because the patent agency
requires a duty to disclose prior art documents. This
article discusses whether a patent attorney can disclose
to the agency prior art documents learned from
non-applicant clients. To reduce the risk of violating the
ethical rules governing the attorney–client relationship
and the duties to the patent agency, this article provides
that an idea of implementing a technology-oriented system
for collecting prior art documents learned from different
clients is necessary.

Introduction
An attorney who specialises in patent prosecution may
encounter conflicts of interest when he simultaneously
represents two clients in related industries for patent

prosecution.ń The dilemma is especially unavoidable if
he owns a technology specialty which attracts clients who
need an expert to precisely describe their inventions.2
The dilemma comes from the duty to disclose prior art
documents. The US Patent and Trademark Office
(USPTO) requires a patent applicant and his patent
attorney to submit “prior art documents”3 that relate to
the patentability of his patent application.4 If the applicant
or attorney fails to do so, the severe consequence could
be the USPTO’s rejection of the patent application or a
court’s denial of the enforcement of the patent.5
Additionally, the attorney could be sanctioned by the
USPTO.6
Imagine that Intel and AMD are from the
CPU-manufacturing industry and that they use the same
attorney to represent them for prosecuting their patent
applications. The conflicts of interest arise when the prior
art documents provided to the attorney by AMD are
materially related to the patentability of Intel’s patent
application.7 On one hand, the attorney has to disclose to
the USPTO those documents for the prosecution of Intel’s
patent application.8 On the other hand, the attorney has a
duty of confidentiality to AMD in keeping those
documents secret from third parties.9 Todd M. Becker
once provided a legal defence that if the information is
not material to the patentability of Intel’s patent
application the attorney can assert attorney-client privilege
to waive the duty of disclosure.ńŃ However, the law of the
disclosure duty does not ask how or from where a patent
applicant or attorney knows the related prior arts.ńń Such
a legal defence might be irrelevant.
Therefore this article intends to provide another
approach and explain to what extent a patent attorney can
disclose to the USPTO the prior art documents learned
from non-applicant clients. The second part presents the
legal theories related to the existence of conflicts of
interest in representing two clients from related industries.
The third part discusses whether the violation of the
confidentiality duty is established when the prior art
documents of AMD are submitted to the USPTO for
Intel’s patent application. This part also indicates the grey
area of the violation of the duty of confidentiality. The
fourth part provides a solution to minimise the potential
violation of the confidentiality duty.
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Conflict of interest issues in
representing two clients from related
industries
When representing Client A and Client B simultaneously,
a patent attorney may encounter conflicts of interest
between these two clients, because helping Client A fulfil
a duty to disclose to the USPTO prior art documents
related to the patentability of Client A’s patent application
may break the attorney’s duty of confidentiality to Client
B.ń2

Duty of disclosure in front of the USPTO
The duty of disclosure of prior art documents means that
Client A has an obligation to tell USPTO about
pre-existing prior art documents which he knows could
be related to the patentability of the he application. 35
USC §2(b)(2) vests in the USPTO a power to regulate
the conduct of patent prosecution.ń3 Regarding the
submission of prior art documents, under 37 CFR §ń.ńŃ5,
the USPTO could ask an applicant to provide prior art
documents, either non-material or material to the
patentability of the application, or, under 37 CFR
§ń.56(a), the applicant has an affirmative duty to disclose
those documents material to the patentability.ń4 In
addition, the duty of disclosure “extends also to the
applicants’ representatives”.ń5
A prior art document is “material” when “there is a
substantial likelihood that a reasonable examiner would
have considered the [document] important in deciding
whether to allow the application to issue as a patent”.ń6 If
a prior art document is “not as pertinent as” or “merely
cumulative to” what should have been considered by the
examiner, it is not material.ń7

Legal consequence
A breach of the duty of disclosure constitutes inequitable
conduct.ń8 A patent acquired by inequitable conduct will
be held unenforceable by the courts.ń9 To establish
inequitable conduct, the infringer has to prove that the
patentee/applicant intended to deceive the USPTO by (ń)
affirmatively misrepresenting a material fact; (2) failing
to disclose material information; or (3) submitting false
material information.2Ń Particularly:

“[O]ne who alleges a ‘failure to disclose’ form of
inequitable conduct must offer clear and convincing
proof of: (ń) prior art or information that is material;
(2) knowledge chargeable to applicant of that prior
art or information and of its materiality; and (3)
failure of the applicant to disclose the art or
information resulting from an intent to mislead the
PTO.”2ń

Disclosure of prior art learned from other
clients
In determining the “material” element, courts do not ask
from where or how an applicant or attorney knew material
prior art documents.22 The disclosure duty implanted by
the USPTO does not care about the sources of the
attorney’s knowledge of prior art documents.23 Thus, if a
patent attorney is simultaneously doing patent prosecution
for two clients whose patent applications are
technologically related, the attorney has to disclose to the
USPTO the prior art documents which are materially
related to the patentability of Client A’s patent application
and were learned only from Client B. However, in doing
so, the patent attorney will breach the duty of
confidentiality to Client B, if Client B has expressed or
implied that the prior art documents provided by Client
B should not be used for the purposes other than Client
B’s patent application.
Although prior art documents may be publicly
accessible so that Client B may not expect
confidentiality,24 the prior art documents were in fact
secret from the patent attorney before he knew them from
Client B. The concept of the secrecy here is that without
being taught by Client B the patent attorney should not
have known that those prior art documents are related to
Client B’s invention. Therefore the patent attorney still
owes the duty of confidentiality to Client B.
On the other hand, let us assume that the material prior
art documents learned from Client B were not disclosed
during the prosecution of Client A’s patent. If the
“inequitable conduct” issue of Client A’s patent is
litigated in a court, the patent attorney may assert the duty
of confidentiality to Client B to prevent the discovery of
the documents.25 However, after Client B’s patent was
granted and issued, the prior art documents disclosed by
Client B are open to the public. The documents could still
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be found and used as evidence against Client A’s patent.
Therefore the patent attorney hardly voids disclosing the
Client B’s prior art documents to the USPTO.

Conflicts of interest analysis
A conflict of interest does exist. Rule ń.7 of the American
Bar Association Model Rules of Professional Conduct
(ABA Model Rules) provides guidance on the issues of
conflicts of interest26 which is useful for the discussion.27
The basic rule is that “a lawyer shall not represent a client
if the representation involves a concurrent conflict of
interest”.28Rules ń.7(a)(ń) and (a)(2) provide two
definitions of “concurrent conflict of interest”. Rule ń.7(b)
provides the exception to the basic rule.29

Rule 1.7(a)(1)—direct adversity
Rule ń.7(a)(ń) provides: “A concurrent conflict of interest
exists if: (ń) the representation of one client will be
directly adverse to another client.”3Ń That is, “a lawyer
may not act as advocate in one matter against a person
the lawyer represents in some other matter, even when
the matters are wholly unrelated”.3ń Direct adversity is
clearly seen when a patent attorney represents two clients
in the same patent litigation.32 On some occasions
regarding patent prosecution, direct adversity can be
found when a patent attorney drafts claims for two clients
whose inventions are similar.33 For determining whether
the disclosure duty to Client A is directly adverse to the
confidentiality duty to Client B, Client B’s prior art
documents could be categorised into two types: material
and immaterial to the patentability of Client A’s invention.
One example of direct adversity is that “a lawyer is
required to cross-examine a client who appears as a
witness in a lawsuit involving another client, as when the
testimony will be damaging to the client who is
represented in the lawsuit”.34 Similarly, a patent attorney
is required to disclose to the USPTO the material prior
art documents learned from Client B in a patent
application involving Client A, when the disclosure will
harm Client B by violating the confidentiality duty to
Client B. Additionally, the patent attorney cannot risk the
enforceability of Client A’s patent in order to retain the
duty of confidentiality to Client B.35 Therefore direct
adversity exists.

With regard to immaterial prior art documents, a patent
attorney is more likely to keep them secret. Because those
documents are not material to the patentability of Client
A’s patent, though they may be found during the
discovery of the patent litigation involving Client A’s
patent, they will not cause Client A’s patent to be
unenforceable. Therefore, even if a patent attorney finds
in the file of Client B’s patent application relevant prior
art documents, as long as they are not material to the
patentability of Client A’s invention, he is free from direct
adversity. However, the analysis does not end, because
r.ń.7(a)(2) may still apply.

Rule 1.7(a)(2)—material limitation
Rule ń.7(a)(2) provides:
“A concurrent conflict of interest exists if … (2)
there is a significant risk that the representation of
one or more clients will be materially limited by the
lawyer’s responsibilities to another client, a former
client or a third person or by a personal interest of
the lawyer.”36
The analysis is a two-part inquiry. 37 First, courts look at
whether “a difference in interests will [likely]
eventuate”.38 If the difference exists, the second question
is “whether [the difference] will materially interfere with
the lawyer’s independent professional judgment in
considering alternatives or foreclose courses of action
that reasonably should be pursued on behalf of the
client”.39
Here, Client A’s interest is to disclose the material prior
art documents learned from Client B, while Client B’s
interest is to prevent those documents from being used
for Client A. The conflicting situation will restrict a patent
attorney’s judgment on the materiality of Client B’s prior
art documents. On one hand, the patent attorney may
overestimate the materiality to include more prior art
documents so that Client A will more likely avoid the
“inequitable conduct” challenge. On the other hand, the
patent attorney may underestimate the materiality to
reduce the number of the disclosed documents for Client
A’s patent application so that his violation of the
confidentiality duty to Client B could be mitigated.
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Therefore a conflict of interest in simultaneously
representing two clients from related industries for patent
prosecution exists under r.ń.7(a)(2).

Violation of the duty of
confidentiality—myth or reality
The conflicts of interest may be myth in part. The duty
of confidentiality in the context of patent prosecution is
different from that in the traditional concept. The prior
art documents prepared by Client B may be used either
for his patent application or affirmatively for future
attacks against Client A’s patent. The latter use is similar
to a situation where a patent attorney provides Client B’s
prior art documents to the patent examiner who reviews
Client A’s patent application. Thus the patent attorney
does not violate the duty of confidentiality to Client B
per se.

Traditional concept of the duty of
confidentiality
The duty of confidentiality in the traditional context is to
facilitate an environment where a client can freely say
anything to his attorney without being afraid that his
secret will be disseminated to third parties.4Ń Courts
implement two measures, “attorney-client privilege” and
“work product immunity”, to secure the protection of
such confidential relationship between attorneys and
clients.4ń

Rule 1.6 of the ABA Model Rules
Under r.ń.6(a), a patent attorney should not reveal the
information acquired from Client B unless Client B agrees
with the revelation or implicitly authorises the disclosure
for purposes of Client B’s patent prosecution.42 To comply
with the inequitable conduct rule, under r.ń.6(b)(6), the
patent attorney can disclose to the USPTO any
information material to the patentability of Client B’s
invention, though he has neither informed consent nor
implied authorisation from Client B.43 However, courts
have said nothing about whether the material information
regarding Client A’s patent prosecution covers the prior
art documents learned from Client B.

Attorney-client privilege
Attorney-client privilege protects a communication made
between a client and his attorneys, in confidence, for the
purposes of obtaining or providing legal assistance for
the client.44 In the service of patent prosecution, a patent
applicant may speak to his patent attorney about some
prior art documents which may be related to the
background or patentability of his invention. Such
information is within the scope of the communication
that could be subject to the attorney-client privilege.
However, the protection only covers the communication
itself, not the underlying facts, which could be
independently discovered.45 For instance, in a lawsuit,
one party can refuse to point out a particular prior art
document, but the other party could use such particular
prior art document as evidence if he independently finds
it.
In addition, attorney-client privilege was designed to
protect clients, not attorneys.46 When an attorney asserts
the privilege, he in fact acts on behalf of his client.47 For
example, in a lawsuit where Client A is one party, the
attorney for Client A could refuse to tell what prior art
documents he learned from Client B because he acts as
Client B to assert the attorney-client privilege to prevent
third parties from knowing that the alleged prior art
documents come from Client B’s patent application.
However, the attorney-client privilege has some
limitations. It cannot protect communications about
“furtherance of crime or fraud”, “an issue between two
parties who claim through the same deceased client”,
“breach of duty by a lawyer to his client or by a client to
his lawyer”, “documents attested by a lawyer” and “a
matter of common interest between joint clients where
the communication was between one client and the
attorney”.48

Work product immunity
Work product immunity was designed to protect “tangible
material or its intangible equivalent in unwritten or oral
form, other than underlying facts”, prepared by an
attorney for potential or ongoing litigation.49 In the context
of patent prosecution, the fact that a patent applicant
retains his patent attorney for filing a patent application
cannot imply that the applicant anticipates a future lawsuit
regarding his patent, because the invention may be
commercially useless and “[a] useless patent will not be
infringed”.5Ń
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Contractual obligation
Besides the evidentiary aspect, the duty of confidentiality
is inherently a contractual obligation which is created by
the principal-agent relationship.5ń A patent attorney is an
agent of his client in front of the USPTO for patent
prosecution. As a result, the patent attorney is bound by
such agency relationship and restricted from unauthorised
use or disclosure of the information, either confidentially
given by his client or acquired during the course of his
representation.52 The rule has an exception. If the
information is “generally known”, a patent attorney is
allowed to use it.53 For example, a prior art document may
be a “bible” in the technical field related to the invention.
People who have an educational background in the field
should know the document. So, a patent attorney could
certainly use the bible document in other patent matters.

Different story about a patent applicant and
his patent attorney
The duty of confidentiality in the context of patent
prosecution is not that confidentiality-oriented, because
a patentable invention is deemed to be disclosed to the
public and a client has to tell his patent attorney about
pre-existing prior art documents for the disclosure to the
USPTO.54
A client has an invention and wants it to be patented.
The choice between keeping the invention secret and
acquiring an exclusive right of patent protection has been
made.55 The secrecy of the invention will be lost,56 but the
client will enjoy the monopoly for 2Ń years from the filing
date of the patent application.57 The only risk is that the
client may eventually lose the secrecy of the invention if
he eventually gains no patent protection.
The client will bring all kinds of information to his
patent attorney. The patent attorney will use his
professional knowledge to judge which prior art document
should be disclosed to the USPTO. After the USPTO
starts to review the patentability of the invention, those
disclosed prior art documents are scheduled to be
published. 58 That is, eventually the public will know that
those prior art documents are related to the invention.
Therefore, once a client decides to look for patent
protection, he should have expected that his invention
and the prior art documents thereof will be disclosed to
the public. That situation is different from a traditional
context of confidentiality where a client informs his
attorney of all surrounding facts but anticipates the
existence of the secrecy of those facts.

Myth in part and reality in part
Myth
The occurrence of the conflict of interest is in part myth.
First, filing a patent application for an invention means
that the client does not want to use trade secret law to
protect the invention. The duty of confidentiality in the
context of patent prosecution may be modified as a duty
of attorney-controlled confidentiality because a patent
attorney has the best knowledge of determining which
information should be submitted to the USPTO to fulfil
the duty of disclosure and to prevent the unenforceability
of the patent. Additionally, the patent attorney has a
professional responsibility to identify which document
to submit, and failure to reasonably do so may cause the
attorney to face malpractice claims from clients. The
relationship between a patent attorney and his client can
be characterised as a situation where the client delegates
his decision-making power to his patent attorney for
purposes of avoiding inequitable conducts. Therefore the
client may not have an ultimate control.
Moreover, the disclosure of Client B’s prior art
documents for Client A’s patent prosecution may not be
harmful per se to Client B. Keep in mind that Client A
and Client B are from related industries. Client A’s
patents may potentially limit Client B’s business. The
disclosure could increase the likelihood of USPTO’s
rejections of Client A’s patents. Eventually, Client B
could be less restricted by Client A. Thus the disclosure
of Client B’s prior art documents to the USPTO for Client
A’s patent prosecution actually benefits Client B. The
conflicts of interest do not exist to some extent because
Client B could enjoy a less restrictive market while Client
A could avoid inequitable conduct.

Reality
Undeniably, the conflicts of interest are in part reality in
terms of the agency-principal relationship between a client
and his patent attorney for patent prosecution. A patent
attorney is paid for learning his client’s invention as well
as pre-existing technology. The cost of discovering prior
art documents for Client A should be imposed on Client
A, not Client B. However, in the simultaneous
representations, the disclosure of Client B’s prior art
documents for Client A’s patent prosecution is nothing
but improper allocation of the cost from Client A to Client
B. The hourly fees are paid by Client B to let his patent
attorney learn prior art documents for Client A’s patent
prosecution. That situation is certainly unfair to Client
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B, particularly when the disclosed prior art documents
cannot bar Client A’s invention from being patentable.
Therefore a proposal to eliminate such conflicts will be
given next.

Avoidance of conflict of interest issues
The duty of attorney-controlled confidentiality may not
impair the traditional duty of confidentiality if a law firm
applies a technology-oriented system for collecting prior
art documents learned from different clients. The duty of
attorney-controlled confidentiality is proposed to redefine
the meaning of the confidentiality duty in the context of
patent prosecution. The technology-oriented system is
proposed in order to give a win-win solution to
simultaneously represented clients from related industries.

New definition of the duty of confidentiality
in the context of patent prosecution
The traditional duty of confidentiality may be violated
because Client B may not want his patent attorney to
disclose to the USPTO his prior art documents for
prosecuting Client A’s patent application. But the
traditional duty of confidentiality is not appropriate in
the context of patent prosecution. First, the prior art
documents are expected to be eventually open to the
public and to be associated with certain technology.
Secondly, the prior art documents are not trade secrets to
the patent attorney. Thirdly, the prior art documents will
be incorporated into the knowledge of the patent attorney.
A new definition of the duty of confidentiality in the
context of patent prosecution includes several features.
First, after prior art documents are handed to a patent
attorney, Client B becomes incapable of controlling the
dissemination of those documents. Particularly, if the
documents are material to the patentability of Client B’s
invention, Client B has no right to hide them.
Secondly, the prior art documents are not secret but
may be new to the patent attorney. The real secrecy is the
technological relationship between the invention and prior
art documents. Such secrecy can be protected even though
the patent attorney discloses the prior art documents to
the USPTO. When attaching Client B’s prior art
documents to Client A’s patent application, the patent
attorney certainly will say nothing about Client B’s
invention. Therefore there is no potential risk that the
disclosure of Client B’s prior art documents will cause
the loss of the secrecy of Client B’s invention.
Thirdly, the delivery of the prior art documents to the
patent attorney indicates that Client B intends to
disseminate the prior art documents to the public. The
patent law requires patent applications or issued patents
to be published,59 so Client B should know or have known
that the prior art documents will become part of the
publication of his invention. Thus the transfer of the prior

art documents to the patent attorney may mean the
abandonment of the secret non-disclosure of the
documents.
Lastly, once the attorney learns the prior art documents,
they become part of attorney’s knowledge of pre-existing
technology related to the invention. Patent attorneys
usually have a technology background. When they receive
prior art documents, they decide whether to disclose the
documents by reading and understanding the documents.
After that, they actually acquire the knowledge embedded
in the documents. That is, they do not merely submit
Client B’s prior art documents right after acquiring the
documents, but also exercise their judgment regarding
whether to disclose the prior art documents which happen
to be the same as Client B’s prior art documents.
However, if some of the documents are not material
to Client B’s invention, the above-mentioned features
could be outweighed by the fact that there is no reason
to disclose those immaterial prior art documents. To
further resolve that issue, a technology-oriented system
for collecting prior art documents learned from different
clients is proposed.

A technology-oriented system for collecting
prior art documents learned from different
clients
Creating a technology-oriented system for collecting the
prior art documents is designed so that a patent attorney
will not know which prior art document is from which
client, and therefore the patent attorney is simply in a
situation where he finds those prior art documents in the
public space.

Analogy to r.1.9(c)(1) of the ABA Model
Rules
The idea of the proposed system is analogous to r.ń.9 of
the ABA Model Rules. Under r.ń.9(c)(ń), a patent attorney
shall not use the information acquired from a former client
to cause the “disadvantage” of such client unless the
information has become “generally known”.6Ń Under
r.ń.9(c)(2), the patent attorney shall not reveal the
information acquired from such client.6ń
The period of the representation of Client B in doing
patent prosecution starts from the filing of a patent
application, and ends at either the issue of the patent from
the USPTO or the receipt of the rejection of the patent
application. Then Client B becomes a former client for a
single invention, theoretically. When a patent attorney
acquires prior art documents from Client B during the
patent prosecution of such single invention, he acquires
the r.ń.9(c) information. Then, the next question is
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whether his use of Client B’s prior art documents for
Client A’s patent prosecution will create disadvantage to
Client B.
In answering the r.ń.9(c)(ń) question, the use of Client
B’s prior art documents could be divided into two types.
The first type is doing a prior art search for Client A’s
patent application by using the knowledge learned from
Client B’s prior art documents. The second type is
disclosing Client B’s prior art documents to fulfil Client
A’s duty of disclosure. The second type overlaps with
the revelation issue under r.ń.9(c)(2), but r.ń.9(c)(2) is
more analogous to the above discussion regarding the
duty of confidentiality.
The first type of r.ń.9(c)(ń) use may disadvantage
Client B, because his patent attorney could find other
material prior art documents to draft a narrow claim which
could avoid Client A’s invention from being invalidated
by those prior art documents. Such a narrow claim in
Client A’s patent could be so strong that Client B could
not easily invalidate it in a future patent dispute with
Client A. However, narrowing a claim scope in Client
A’s patent application may help Client B get rid of the
restrictions imposed by Client A’s patent, because Client
B may easily design round Client A’s patent.62 Thus the
disadvantage could exist or not in the first type of
r.ń.9(c)(ń) use.
The disadvantage analysis of the second type of
r.ń.9(c)(ń) use could be understood in the same way as
the first type does. When the patent examiner in charge
of Client A’s patent application receives Client B’s prior
art documents, he may use the documents as a ground to
reject Client A’s claims. The consequence of any rejection
could be either the abandonment of Client A’s patent
application or the amendment of the original claims. The
former consequence is good for Client B. The latter
consequence could be either good or bad for Client B.
First, the amended claims are so narrow that Client B
does not need to worry about Client A’s patent. Secondly,
the amended claims could be strong enough to restrain
Client B’s business. Therefore the disadvantage could
exist or not in the second type of r.ń.9(c)(ń) use.
To avoid the violation of r.ń.9(c)(ń), the “generally
known” exception may be the ultimate solution. To meet
the exception, a law firm may implement a
technology-oriented system for collecting the prior art
documents acquired from clients. The idea will be further
elaborated.

Design concepts of the proposed system

“Information contained in books or records in public
libraries, public-record depositories such as
government offices, or in publicly accessible
electronic-data storage is generally known if the
particular information is obtainable through publicly
available indexes and similar methods of access.”64
Secondly,
“Information is not generally known when a person
interested in knowing the information could obtain
it only by means of special knowledge or substantial
difficulty or expense.”65
Client B’s prior art documents may fit the first concept
very well, because a qualified prior art document is
generally publicly accessible. However, without a
technology specialty, a patent attorney generally will not
know some or all of Client B’s prior art documents. Or,
without Client B’s information, the patent attorney cannot
find some or all of Client B’s prior art documents by
relying on Client A’s limited budget for the prior art
search. The second concept is a main concern. Thus the
violation of r.ń.9(c)(ń) could still exist.
To prevent any potential violations, the concept of a
technology-oriented system for collecting the prior art
documents acquired from clients is provided. The key
feature of the system is to hide the sources of collected
prior art documents. The second feature is that a prior art
document is only labelled with its technical characteristics
so that a patent attorney only uses the proposed system
as a resource of learning prior art.
When Client B brings his invention to a patent attorney
for filing a patent application, he intends to teach the
patent attorney the invention by using relevant prior art
knowledge. As a result, Client B should expect that the
patent attorney will transform what he learns to his own
knowledge. The client-blind feature will eliminate the
sense where a patent attorney learns directly from Client
B the prior art documents necessarily used for Client A’s
patent prosecution. Instead, since Client B’s prior art
documents are just part of the database of the proposed
system with purely technological labelling, they could be
considered to be accessible to the public, though the
proposed system is private. The use of the proposed
system could be similar to acquiring “the particular
information [which] is obtainable through publicly
available indexes and similar methods of access”.66
Therefore, with the proposed system, the degree of
violating the confidentiality duty could be reduced to
nearly zero.

Regarding the “generally known” exception, the Sixth
Circuit once stated: “Whether information is generally
known depends on all circumstances relevant in obtaining
the information.”63 Two concepts follow the proposition.
First:
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Conclusion
In the world of patent prosecution, the interest of
enforcing a duty of disclosure competes with the interest
of a duty of keeping strictly confidential the prior art
documents learned from non-patent-applicant clients. The
conflict is serious when two clients are from related
industries. To maintain the integrity of the legal service
in the context of patent prosecution, there should be a
mechanism to eliminate the degree of violating the
confidentiality duty to one non-patent-applicant client
who is a patent applicant in another case. Therefore a
technology-oriented system for collecting prior art

documents learned from different clients is conceptually
provided. The system has two primary features. One is
to hide the sources of prior art document, and the other
is to provide each prior art document with purely
technological labelling.
Based on the current patent law system, a patent
applicant should expect that his prior art documents could
be eventually disclosed to the public. Therefore the
protection of the confidentiality of the prior art documents
is not strictly unchallengeable. But, to reduce unwanted
conflicts
among
clients,
implementing
the
technology-oriented system for collecting prior art
documents learned from different clients is necessary.
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